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INSTRUCTIONS Soft and stylish home  
with Molly
Knit cushions and a blanket with our soft Molly yarn, which comes in 
loads of different colours. 

Tip: The project comes together faster with a double strand of yarn. 
Remember to adjust the number of stitches depending on your knitting 
tension. Knit a few rounds and then measure to see if the work is the 
correct width. Otherwise, add or reduce a few stitches.

Blanket Approx. 120x170 cm

You need:
Approx. 2 kg Molly yarn (40 balls, 50 g).  
We used beige (323743), natural (323671), 
petrol (323749), dark green (323744),  
dark blue (323599), light grey (323598).
Needle tips birch 12 mm (982786).
Cable for needle tips 120 cm (982760).

Method:
Cast on an uneven number of stitches with a 
double strand of yarn (we cast on 95 st).
Alternate knit and purl stitches. Repeat on all 
rounds to form a checked pattern, called a 
moss stitch. In other words, you should begin 
and end each round with a knit stitch.
When you want to change colours, do so 
before starting a new round. Cut off the yarn 
ends, leaving them moderately long, and let 
hang or tie a loose knot so that you can secure 
them later. Cast off when the blanket is about 
170 cm long. Last, secure all loose threads.

Of course you can also knit with a single 
strand of yarn and adjust the size of the 
needles (6–7 mm) and the number of stitches, 
which will require much less yarn.

Cushion Approx. 40x40 cm

You need:
Approx. 360 g (8 balls, 50 g) Molly  
dark blue (323599)
Needles 12 mm (981676)
Dark blue cotton fabric 82x42 cm (304298)
Black wadding approx. 170 g (800672)

Method:
Cast 40 st onto 12 mm needles, working  
with a double strand of yarn. 
Work a stockinette stitch (knit a round,  
purl a round) until the work measures  
about 40x80 cm.
Cast off.

Fold the piece in half and hand-sew along 
two sides.
Make an inner cushion by folding an approx. 
82x42 cm fabric piece in half and sewing 
up the edges, but leave an opening so that 
you can turn it. Turn the inner cushion right 
side out and fill with wadding. Sew up the 
opening.

Stuff the inner cushion into the knitted cush-
ion cover and then hand-sew the last side.


